Temporary Part-Time Position  
Chemical Laboratory Analysis Project

Greystone is offering a part-time position at our North Providence, RI facility to a graduate student for a chemical laboratory analysis project. We have an immediate opening for a graduate student who has an interest in analytical lab analysis for industrial applications for both organic & inorganic materials. This research position would likely be **5-15 hrs per week** and be a **3-6 month position**, depending upon availability and work hours are flexible. Specifically, we are seeking someone with an interest in setting up a new analysis process using Capillary Electrophoresis. The position would be fully responsible for the determination & recommendation to purchase the appropriate analytical equipment, learning & applying the technology to current electroless coating operations and determining the best analytical process methods for monitoring current plating operations.

Greystone is a global leader in the production of high volume precision machined and plated components for the automotive, aerospace, defense and industrial markets. Specializing in safety critical machining, hard chrome plating, and anodizing, we take pride in developing innovative engineering solutions to difficult problems. Greystone is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Interested candidates should contact Rawl Rutter: